SPIRIT OF SPORT and RANDOM ACTS OF SPORTSMANSHIP
@CHSAA – use #randomsportsmanship in the tweet!

In a recent meeting of the Sportsmanship Committee the decision was made to identify what the committee feels happens more often than most people think and that is our teams, student-athletes, coaches, student bodies, parents, and fans participate in positive acts of sportsmanship. Therefore, the Committee stole from the concept of random acts of kindness to propose a project for the CHSAA called Random Acts of Sportsmanship.

The National Federation of High School Associations (NFHS) inaugural presentation of the Spirit of Sport of Award was given to Evergreen High School for encouraging and selecting an autistic student to participate as a cheer athlete. It was unprecedented in that this cheer athlete was a full member at all cheer activities, including competitions. The Evergreen cheer squad did care about their scores in competition but only that they compete as a team. This was a random act of sportsmanship. Team was placed above winning.

Within our 355 schools, the committee knows that this type of positive sporting behavior happens all the time in the CHSAA. The Committee is asking that you announce this project to your student body to be on the look out for random acts of sportsmanship. The Committee/CHSAA will select from the pool of submissions and pick the top five, which will be presented at the fall Sportmanship Symposium. Those individuals who participated in these random acts of sportsmanship will be recognized at the Symposium as well.

THE DETAILS

Through social media: CHSAA Twitter: @CHSAA - use #randomsportsmanship;
CHSAA Instagram: @CHSAA - use #randomsportsmanship in the tweet.

What to Submit: Scenario/Description Photo of Events and Characters

How many to Submit: Unlimited

Contact Tom Robinson at trobinson@chsaa.org.